A Friendly Greeting to The Ladies First

The GLOBE STORE kindly begs to inform the Ladies of Ocala and vicinity that through their friendly feeling for the Ladies and in order for the Ladies to enjoy their summer promenade, the GLOBE has succeeded in being appointed official agents for Holc Premium Gentlemen’s Soap, in away with shaving every night and morning, to sit up late at night or to get up as the Early Bird to patch and mend.

WHAT SOCKS?
We the Globe offer to the Ladies a line of Socks in navy, tan, black and pearl. They come in 6 pairs in a box manufactured to sell at 50c per box and in order to introduce these elegant guaranteed socks to our customers we arranged with the factory to allow us to sell ONE CASE of these socks at only $1.50 a Box of 6 pairs to show our confidence in these socks.

We Give a Guarantee Ticket with every box of 6 pairs of socks to show our confidence in these socks.

Read Our Guarantee
We the Globe of Ocala Florida absolutely guarantee that this 6 pair of socks, are good material and that we need no mending for 6 (six) months from date of sale. If they should wear in holes or rip during the period, we, the Globe, agree upon the return of damaged pair with our guarantee, to replace same with new pairs FREE OF CHARGE.

The Globe
It is a good thing We have it...

PROSPERITY THE WATCHWORD
J. O. Young, publisher and advertising manager of the Weekly News of Kansas City, who has been spending considerable time in the West, says that sixty days going over the different parts of the United States from New York to the far west and studying advertising conditions, has returned to his office in Kansas City and writes the Continental, as follows:

"Never before has there been such a bright outlook for McClellan as there is at the present time. This is particularly true of my clients, these advertisers who expect to secure your patronage in their part of the country. The recent advertising known as the "astral" route, far and business interests to the south were never so vigorously anecated as they were in the present campaign. The future is more uncertain than ever, and there is a time when the fortunes of the other side will be the only one to rely on most of them."

The advertising outlook is unusually promising. There has been a very material lowering in the price of these materials and, as a result, a great deal of advertising is being done which does not add to the expense of the consumer. The whole market is in a state of depression due to the present state of affairs. The advertising outlook is unusually promising. There has been a very material lowering in the price of these materials and, as a result, a great deal of advertising is being done which does not add to the expense of the consumer. The whole market is in a state of depression due to the present state of affairs.

A close watch will be kept on the present season at $1.25 per barrel, and if the price of $1 per barrel or $1.25 for the season is not fully paid.

If you are a lover of Good Tea, don’t fail to look this list over.

Many Groapers-Tea
Extremely Superb
HIMALAYA
Darjeeling India Tea
Choice Quality.
Semi-cropped; dark fruits, and the leaves are medium sized, and the quality is good; the cup is moderate, and the flavor is mild. The tea is suitable for everyday use.

We are agents for the Bohea Importing Company's fine Teas.

Grandeurs Combined
A Scientific Combination
Old Country
This tea is the product of research and skill, and is the result of a scientific approach to the art of tea-making. The tea is grown in the highlands of Ceylon, where the air is cool and the climate is moderate. The tea is harvested in the early morning, and the leaves are picked by hand. The tea is then dried and sorted to ensure uniformity. The tea is then packed in small, neat boxes, and shipped to market. The tea is a blend of the finest Ceylon teas, and is a perfect choice for those who enjoy a strong, full-bodied tea.

Many others too numerous to mention.

D. K. CROGER
GLARK BROS. Proprietors
FLORIDA

CATTARH YIELDS
To Healing Air of Hyman. Said Under
Guarantee by the Postoffice

Cattarh is the most prevailing disease known to humanity. Provoking forty to sixty per cent. of the people in this country suffer at one time or another with this common disease. It is a disease of the nose and hence can be cured only by some method that will reach and control the gasses. This is how it is to be cured. It is known to be the best and hence can be cured only by some method that will reach and control the gasses. This is how it is to be cured. It is known to be the best

MART ROCK

FROZEN THE SPOOLS

FOUR WHOLESALE GROCERIES

OUR store has always been noted for the high grade food stuffs we handle. Nothing but the best ever offered over our counters.

PROVE IT BY GIVING US A TRIAL.

Golden Beauty Ceylon Tea
Combinens the Fragrance of a Blossom with the Natural Ripeness of Old Wine
If you are a lover of Good Tea, don’t fail to look this list over.

Truffle
An old, roasted hazel nut.

We are agents for the Bohea Importing Company’s fine Teas.

D. K. CROGER
GLARK BROS. Proprietors
FLORIDA
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